
                                                                                                                              
 

Press release 

Sustainable2Wheels: Commissioner Potočnik endorses and praises ETRA event 

On Tuesday 18 September 2012, ETRA’s European Mobility Week event Sustainable2Wheels was officially 

inaugurated by European Commissioner for the Environment Janez Potočnik, the Vice-President of the 

European Parliament Isabelle Durant and the Deputy Director General of DG Move, Fotis Karamitsos. 

Before the inauguration, Mr Potočnik and Mrs Durant were joined by MEPs Matthias Groote, Chair of the 

ENVI Committee, Helga Trüpel, Vice-Chair of the CULT Committee, Nikos Chrysogelos, Vice-Chair of the 

REGI Committee and by Bruno De Lille, Transport Secretary of State of Brussels Capital Region. ETRA 

Secretary General Annick Roetynck publicly interviewed this select company on the role of 2Wheels in EU 

policies. 

In his inaugural speech, Commissioner Potočnik explained that this year’s Mobility Week theme “Moving 

into the Right Direction” referred to sustainable urban mobility planning, which is crucial in tackling 

congestion and other traffic related problems that can ultimately have serious effects on our health and 

wellbeing. He announced that next year European Mobility Week will focus on air quality. He explained 

that in this framework “mobile sources of pollution” still represent a major challenge: “Although the 

emission standards for mobile sources such as cars have been tightened by EU legislation, the number of 

cars on the roads keep increasing. In addition to emissions from more cars, growing traffic creates more 

congestion and that seriously affects also urban mobility.”  

The Commissioner went on to explain that this problem required  a twofold approach. On the one hand 

innovative traffic management solutions in urban areas must be encouraged and all forms of sustainable 

mobility, including 2Wheels, promoted. On the other hand the use of the most polluting vehicles must be 

discouraged. Seemingly, in some areas 20% of the vehicles on the road are responsible for 80% of the 

emissions. He concluded: “We need to accelerate the switch to less polluting vehicles. ETRA has gathered 

here a wide variety of 2Wheel solutions to help making urban transport more sustainable. This initiative is 

a welcome contribution to European Mobility Week. I wish Sustainable2Wheels the success it deserves.” 

The interview and inauguration took place in the Luxembourg Station. It was for the first time that the 

station, which is adjacent to the esplanade of the European Parliament, was included in the ETRA event, 

as a symbol of real sustainable intermodality. In the station hall, 19 organisations and projects in the field 

of 2Wheels or sustainable mobility in general presented themselves. It was a rich and diverse variety 

including UITP presenting the project European Bus System of the Future (EBSF), CHAMP, a European 

project that brings together champion cities in the field of cycling and the European Parliament’s Mobility 

Point which focused on its campaign against bike theft. 

Commissioner Potočnik accompanied by ETRA President Erik Oddershede, was driven from the station to 

the esplanade in a Bubletaxi, a bike-taxi with an auxiliary electric motor. On the esplanade, 18 companies 

showed contemporary bicycles, electric bicycles, scooters and motorcycles for urban transport. There 

were also innovative vehicles such as the Trikke, the WeatherVelo or the Egret. Furthermore, 

Sustainable2Wheels welcomed for the first time a car manufacturer showing his electric bicycle. 

  

http://www.eu-ems.com/speakers.asp?event_id=128&page_id=1113#s1705
http://www.eu-ems.com/speakers.asp?event_id=128&page_id=1113#s1707
http://www.eu-ems.com/speakers.asp?event_id=128&page_id=1113#s1706
http://www.eu-ems.com/speakers.asp?event_id=128&page_id=1113#s1708


                                                                                                                              
 

With Sustainable2Wheels, ETRA aimed to inform the visitors on the wide variety of 2Wheel solutions to 

facilitate urban transport and on their benefits in the field of environment, transport, public health, etc. 

The objective of Sustainable2Wheels was also to show decision-makers in the European Parliament, 

Commission, Council and other European institutions what huge potential 2Wheels offer for making 

urban transport more sustainable. 

This year, for the first time, all types of Powered Two-Wheelers were fully included in 

Sustainable2Wheels. ACEM and 7 of its members presented the efforts of the European motorcycle 

industry to make PTWs cleaner, safer and quieter. With Brammo, Elmoto and Vectrix there were also 

electric mopeds and motorcycles on show.  

Commissioner Potočnik expressed his support for the inclusion of Powered 2Wheels in the event: “When 

it comes to motorcycles, many of the challenges are pretty much the same as with the car industry. But I 

think it is important that in an event like this, the manufacturers show their commitment and they come 

on board. I think it is an important step.” 

 

Following on to Sustainable2Wheels, the TRAN Committee of the European Parliament organised an 

official Mobility Week event, by means of a hearing. Representatives of the cities of Bologna, Vilnius and 

Gent testified for the TRAN Committee on their experiences in making transport more sustainable. ETRA 

and the European Parliament had agreed to link both events. This meant among other things that 

participants in Sustainable2Wheels also had the opportunity to attend the European Parliament hearing. 

Sustainable2Wheels featured a number of peripheral events. During the demonstration, the Brussels 

cycling organisation Provelo guided short bike rides with start and finish at the European Parliament and 

passing the European Commission and Council. The route used is the one that European policy makers 

would effectively use should they do their service trips by bike. Cyclo and the European Parliament 

Mobility Point offered free anti-theft engraving of bicycles. Furthermore, ETRA invited visitors to lunch. 

This year’s edition of Sustainable2Wheels was for the first time officially endorsed by both Commission 

and Parliament and attracted more visitors than ever, an experience that encourages ETRA to go for an 

even more ambitious 2013 Sustainable2Wheels.  Full details on the event are on 

www.sustainable2wheels.eu 

 

***END*** 

 

EDITORS’ NOTES: ETRA is the European professional association for independent bicycle, moped and 

motorcycle retailers. ETRA’s aim is to group these retailers in Europe and to defend and further their interests. 
ETRA represents some 7,000 companies (SMEs), which employ approximately 17,500 people in Belgium, the 
Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. Furthermore, 
ETRA has around 30 associated members. For further information: http://www.etra-eu.com/ 
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